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I. I NTRODUCTION
The increasing share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
in the energy production mix is associated with considerable
power production uncertainty. Remedies for the issue can be
categorized into improvement of infrastructure and improvement of system controls. An approach combining the two
is the concept of Microgrids (MGs) representing small grid
compartments at the lower voltage level. Combined control
of controllable units within the MG enables utilization of this
system as Virtual Power Plant (VPP). The system operation
and resilience of the VPP can be improved by inclusion
of information of uncertain processes, such as uncertainties
associated with RES. Designing controls for VPPs involves the
setup of a control structure with respect to complexity and system dynamics. Incorporation of uncertain process predictions
introduces complexity due to the combinatorial explosion of
manifold process outcomes. A central system dynamics control
problem is frequency stabilization. This is especially relevant
considering the lower available aggregated inertia within MGs
[Ulb+13; Ben15]. Handling problem complexity in this setting
and simultaneously providing sufficient sampling rates of optimal control signals constitute two major challenges associated
with the control of MGs with high shares of RES.
In this work we focus on the frequency stabilization problem while assuming an Energy Management System (EMS)
formulated as stochastic unit commitment problem. We set
up a lumped rotational system model in an Model Predictive
Control (MPC) direct control strategy balancing production
and consumption. We derive the MPC in the so-called velocityform incorporating dynamic programming approaches
in combination with input sequences tracking and inclusion
of operational cost at MPC level. Using the input sequence
tracking we take imposed input sequences uEMS from an EMS

into account. Input sequences hereby are power production
or power consumption references for the plants in the VPP,
referred to as the portfolio.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy of controllers. We focus on the highlighted Model Predictive
Control layer. This control layer optimizes the lumped system dynamics and
we impose it on top of the basic controls driving each individual plant. See
also [Hal+14].

Several publications related to control of MGs with emphasis on RES assume plant level controls cope with system
dynamics such that aggregated system controls are left with
steady state system behavior. Examples can be found in
[Par+16; Chr14; Com+16; Kri+12]. The scope of this paper is
the case where aggregated system controls are central to the
overall system dynamics control problem. Related approaches
in the area of Grid Frequency Control can be found in [Shi+13;
Rer+03]. However they do neglect inclusion of long-term
forecasts of uncertain system drivers.
The work [Com+16] as example does cover long-term
predictions. The sampling time at aggregated control level of
15 minutes however go along with the assumption of basic
controls covering essential dynamics and that these controls
stabilize the system on inputs as assigned by higher level
controls.

II. C ONTROL STRUCTURE
We consider two major control layers in the controller
hierarchy. See fig. 1 on the preceding page.
1) Aggregated system control (Virtual power plant VPP)
a) Energy Management System (EMS) layer
b) Model Predictive Control (MPC) layer
2) Basic control (PID, MPC, . . . )
For simplicity we refer to the combined EMS+MPC controller at VPP level as the VPP controller.
The system dynamics are covered by the MPC and the basic
control layer. For the MPC layer and its main objective of
frequency stabilization we require sampling rates in the magnitude of a few seconds in order to capture critical dynamics.
Achievable sampling rates depend on the complexity of the
optimization problem.
Incorporation of forecasts is of superior importance when
aiming for high shares of uncertain RES within the VPP.
We consider hereby long-term and short-term forecasts of
uncertain processes. Long-term forecasts are handled by the
EMS layer and should yield an input sequence uEMS passed to
the MPC layer allowing for achievement of power balance with
sufficiently high confidence. As a result from this requirement,
long-term forecasts need to suffice in terms of prediction
horizon, temporal resolution and considered scenarios. We
assume the VPP participates in Day-Ahead market and hence
considers a long-term prediction window covered by the EMS
layer of minimum 24 hour with hourly granularity. The input
sequence uEMS is an approximation of the optimal input
sequence given information available to the EMS layer. Upon
realization of uncertain processes deviations from the anticipated realizations occur. This forecasting error is treated at the
MPC layer by allowing for deviations from the input sequence
uEMS . Availability of operational costs to the MPC layer
enables for informing this decision in economical means. The
MPC layer handles short-term forecasts of a time span well
below one minute. Short-term forecasts allow for accounting
for disturbances prior to passing through the system and being
visible via excelled frequency deviations.
Throughout this paper we refer to the MPC layer as the controller. The nomenclature for the remainder of this publication
is given in Table I.
A. Model Predictive Control layer
1) Main system model: We consider the swing equation
[Ben15; Bev14]:
d
D
1
∆f (t) = −
∆f (t) +
∆Pmech (t)
(1)
dt
2H
2H
∆f denotes the frequency deviation from nominal frequency, D is the load damping coefficient and H the inertia
based supply time. ∆Pmech is the power balance within the
grid. This is a lumped model, where we consider average
and aggregated values only. The model maps the overall
power miss-match to an angular frequency deviation from the
nominal grid frequency taking the approximated system inertia

TABLE I
N OMENCLATURE . </> DENOTES NOT SPECIFIED UNITS .
Symbol
Variables
u⋆
uEMS
Φx
Γu
Γd
G, h
Π
x, x̂
x∞
w, v
d, dˆ
y = ∆f , r̂
Pch , Pdis
Pmech
L
c
σ 2 , Σ2

Description
<40>
Optimal input sequence
Optimal input sequence derived in EMS layer
N-step free system response coefficients
N-step forced system response coefficients
N-step disturbance system response coefficients
Objective inequality coefficients, bounds
Objective terms: input reference tracking and
operational cost
System state, one-step prediction
Disturbance corrected system state
Process noise, measurement noise
Uncontrollable inputs (disturbance), estimate
Frequency residual, inferred residual
Storage charge, discharge power
Power balance within grid
Kalman gain
Operational cost
Variance

Unit
pu
pu
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
Hz
kW
pu
/
Price/kW
/

Parameters
A, B, Bd , G,
C, D
N
τs
H
D
R
Pnom
α, β, γ

State Space System matrices

/

Controller prediction horizon
Controller sampling time
Inertia based supply time
Load damping coefficient
Governor speed droop
Nominal grid power
Objective function weighing factors

s
s
-

Names
PCC
PL

Point Of Common Coupling
Lowest considered plant level in hierarchy

Hz/pu
kW
-

into account. The considered underlying process is non-linear
in the sense that both the produced mechanical power and
consumed power are non-linear processes. ∆Pmech (t) as sum
of the two consequently is non-linear.
We model the production and consumption sides as linear system models, approximating the underlying non-linear
processes. For altered operational conditions we may need to
relinearize the process model in order to maintain the accuracy
of the linearization within sufficient limits (see Figure 2).
For deriving the regulator, we aim for a discrete time linear
state space description of the process in difference form, where
we consider deviations with respect to a stationary point. As
we consider a discrete time simulation setup, we yield the
discrete time state space description using a zero-order hold
approximation. We hereby assume that this represents the
process with sufficient accuracy.
xt+1 = Axt + But + Gdt + w
yt = Cxt + v

(2a)
(2b)

xt as the system state hereby includes the frequency deviation from 50 Hz as the main state.
2) Storage model: For storage components within the system we formulate time varying constraints for the regulator
derived later on. We keep the storage process innovation
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Linearization example: Wind power plant power curve.

separated from the main regulated system model described
in section II-A1 in order to avoid computational issues. We
consider the conditional charge quantities:

∆Qch,k
∆Qdis,k

{
Ts
u⋆sto,k Pnom 3600
=
0
{
0
=
Ts
u⋆sto,k Pnom 3600

if u⋆sto,k ≥ 0
if u⋆sto,k < 0

(3a)

≥0
<0

(3b)

if
if

u⋆sto,k
u⋆sto,k

Qsto,k+1 = Qsto,k + ηch,k ∆Qch,k + ηdis,k ∆Qdis,k

(4)

We then update the general VPP control problem constraints
with the updated degrees of freedom for the storage. Both
equation (5) and equation (6) enter the regulator objective
function as part of the constraints equation (11).
[

hsto,k

SoCmax − Qsto,k
=
−SoCmin + Qsto,k

Gsto,k

−ηch,k Pnom Ts/3600
=
ηdis,k Pnom Ts/3600

(10)

Gk uk ≤ hk

(11)

u,k

Constraints 11 are further discussed in section 4.
1) Stationary point: We aim for retrieval of the system equilibrium incorporating both the filtered output residual dˆ
and the predicted output residual fˆy . The former relates
to the system output in the past whereas the latter relates
to the system output in the future.
We estimate the residual dˆ using a Kalman filter following the formulations given in [Pan+01; Pan+03]. The
augmented system model with integrating disturbance
estimate and filter equations is then given by:
[

] [
x̂k+1|k
A
=
0
dˆk+1|k
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x̂k|k−1
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z }| ]{
[
L1
(y − C x̂k|k−1 − Cd dˆk|k−1 )
L2 k

(5)

]

J∞,k = Φx (x̂k − x∞,k ) + Γu (uk − u∞,k )

Bd
I

L

(6)

3) Regulator: We state frequency regulation as deviation
minimization problem consisting of the infinite horizon terms
J∞ and the dynamic optimization terms JDO . The infinite
horizon problem denotes the distance of the stabilizing couple
{uk , x̂k } from the stationary point {u∞,k , x∞,k } mapped
into the output space:
(7)

Dynamic programming terms enable offset free control even
when constraints are active on parts of the VPP:
JDO,k = uk − u⋆k−1 + γW∆u ∆uk

min ||J∞,k + JDO,k ||2 + JC,k

]

With the left-hand side:
[

With W∆u we introduce weights on the dynamic terms.
The dynamic optimization weight W∆u is one major tuning
weight for modifying the controller behavior in this setting.
Increasing this weight leads to higher control effort and better
performance in the controlled variable when activating the
least-squares term Πk by choosing γ ̸= 1. Lowering γ
results in increasingly dominant incorporation of information
specified in Πk . We then consider the objective:

s.t.

Note that we formulate all optimal inputs, including the
optimal sequence for the storage u⋆sto,k , in the per unit system
in relation to the nominal grid power Pnom . The storage
innovation is given by:

(9)

(8)

(12)

This is the one-step predictor of both estimated state
ˆ Notice that dˆ hereby is a lumped
x̂ and disturbance d.
disturbance capturing any miss-match between desired
and effective input-output relation. We may employ a
dynamic ordinary Kalman filter in order to achieve faster
convergence, resulting in L being dynamic. Aiming for
stabilizing the system using the estimated disturbance
we can utilize the system model to solve for the stabilizing gain g∞ [Pan+01; Pan+03].
z
[

M

g∞

}|
]{ z[ }| ]{ [ ]
A − I B gx,∞
Bd
=
C
0 gu,∞
0

(13)

The lumped system matrix M for the considered system
is non-symmetric, therefore we derive the solution to
equation (13) using a least-squares approximation.

Using g∞ and the filtered disturbance dˆk|k we achieve
offset free control in the unconstrained case by retrieving
the stabilizing couple p∞ .
[ ]
x
ˆ
p∞,k = g∞ ⊗ dk = ∞
(14)
u∞ k
This introduces feedback from the frequency measurement. Notice that the controller performance directly
depends on performance of the utilized Kalman filter and
availability and quality of the frequency measurement.
In order to include forecasts we modify equation (14)
to utilize the expected frequency residual.
p∞,k = g∞ ⊗ E(P(rk |Υk ))

(15)

The time varying functional Υk takes the uncertain
ˆ σd,k alongside uncertain residual prefiltered residual d,
ˆ
diction fy,k , Σy,k into account.
Υk = f (dˆk , σd,k , fˆy,k , Σy,k )

(16)

Υ expresses our belief in the current relevance of both dˆk
and fˆy,k . The uncertain disturbance states dˆPL,k , ΣPL,k
at plant level PL can be mapped to the output space at
VPP level. The error introduced by this linear operation
depends on the accuracy of the linearized model M .
Instead of a one-step prediction we use an N–step prediction allowing the controller to utilize the information
of entering fast disturbances before their actual impact
on the system frequency.
fˆy,k+N −1|k = Γd dˆPL,k

(17)

σy,k+N −1|k = (Γd ΣPL,k )T Γd ΣPL,k

(18)

One approach to the formulation of Υ is to infer
the expected residual r̂ by uncertainty weighing both
residuals:

r̂ =

2
σy,k+N
−1
fˆy,k+N −1
1/σ 2
1/σ 2
+
y,k+N −1
d,k
2
σd,k
dˆk
+1 2
2
/σy,k+N −1 + 1/σd,k

(19)

2) Dynamic programming problem:
T0

JDO,k

T1

}|
{
z }| { z
= uk − u⋆k−1 + W∆u γ∆(uk − u⋆k−1 )

(20)

As stage cost term we formulate T 0, requiring that the
minimizer uk⋆ remains close to u⋆k−1 . Choosing u⋆k−1
as the last implemented input sequence level allows for
off-set free control even when hard constraints on part
of the portfolio are active. Choosing u⋆k−1 as the last
solution introduces bias leading to over-compensation of
the disturbance rejection behavior of the controller. This
can be beneficial when the disturbance process exhibits

considerable auto-correlation. The cost-to-go term T 1
introduces ramp-rate penalization adjusted by W∆u .
3) Input reference tracking and operational cost: For γ = 1
we consider a purely operational objective from the perspective of the MPC layer, neglecting JC . For 0 ≤ γ < 1
we consider operational modes informed by JC . Πk
considers input references uEMS and operational cost
scaled by the relative weights α and β, see equation (21).
We hereby take both general operational cost and input
reference deviation costs into account.
T2

z
}|
{
Πk = α|| uk − uEMS,k ||2W∆u +
β( || c̃k τs uk ||2 + || c̃∆,k τs (uk − uEMS,k ) ||2W∆u )
| {z }
|
{z
}
T3

T4

(21)
where: α + β = 1
T 2 incorporates input reference tracking. T 3 and T 4
denote general operational cost and input reference
deviation costs respectively. c̃k and c̃∆,k are hereby
normalized unit production prices.
4) Constraints: Hard input constraints and ramping constraints are updated based on underlying system conditions and control requirements imposed by the EMSlayer.
Gk uk ≤ hk

(22)

We optimize over deviations encompassing the positive
and negative domain. Therefore we require only the first
optimal input in the sequence to satisfy the ramping
constraints. Imposing these constraints for the whole
sequence uk+N −1|k results in numerical issues.
∆umin ≤ u⋆k+1|k − u⋆k|k ≤ ∆umax

(23)

4) MPC supervisory system: The regulator formulation
outlined in section II-A3 as main objective aims for frequency
stabilization using continuous solution spaces. Complex operational requirements such as minimum up-time or down-time
for parts of the portfolio are to be handled by the EMS layer.
The supervisory system constitutes a system layer executed
parallel to the MPC layer. The supervisory system dynamically reformulates the MPC problem such that it enforces
operational requirements. Constraints in the MPC optimization
problem are as a result dynamic (see section 4).
B. Energy Management System layer
For thoroughness we cover the EMS layer briefly below. It
can be formulated as a stochastic program with two stages,
where first stage decisions are:
• Market bidding
• Switching events
Switching events hereby may depict i.e. minimum power
production level of generators.

The second stage considers the stochastic processes which
may be clustered depending on the given correlation structure.
We may consider the variables:
• Generated power by conventional generators
• Curtailment of RES
• Storage charging/ discharging
This optimization problem then takes the general form of a
two stage stochastic problem—or stochastic unit commitment
problem—see [Con+10; Pan+16]:
min cT x +

∑

π(ω)q(ω)T y(ω)

(24)

TABLE II
S IMULATION
Component
Rotational system
Load
Gen. Thermal 1
(U0)
Gen. Thermal 2
(U1)

ω∈Ω

s.t. Ax = b
T (ω)x + W (ω)y(ω) = h(ω)
x≥0
y(ω) ≥ 0

∀ω ∈ Ω

(25)
(26)

∀ω ∈ Ω

(27)
(28)

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS
For an exemplifying simulation scenario we set up the
components listed below. See Table II.
• Thermal generator 1
• Thermal generator 2
• Storage
• Main grid interaction (PCC)
• Wind Power Plant
– Disturbance 1: Wind speed realization
– Input 1: Wind Power Plant curtailment
We choose γ = 1/4 and consequently allow the MPC layer
to considerably deviate from imposed set points uEMS . We
parameterize the portfolio constitutional term with α, β =
.2, .8. As sampling rate we choose 2 seconds or 1/2 Hz.
The simulation is arranged using the python (version 3.4)
programming language alongside associated packages. The
GUROBI (version 7.0) solver is used for the solution to the
quadratic programming problems.
We examine the MPC layer performance (see Figure 3)
when required to follow input references uEMS from an EMS
layer and observe:
• uems tracking
• Disturbance rejection
• Constraint satisfaction
The load D0 initializes at -0.0 p.u. ramping up to -0.6
p.u.. The controlled inputs shown in the central graph adjust
accordingly in order to stabilize the controlled variable in the
upper graph on its reference value.
Until timestep 1500 the two thermal generators receive
input reference values of 0.15 p.u. whereas the storage
receives an input reference of 0.35 p.u.. The tie line U3
supports frequency stabilization even though its reference of
0.0 p.u. due to the tuning value γ chosen such that the
MPC layer retains degrees of freedom for its main objective.
At timestep 1000 the operational costs are adjusted and are
higher from there on for the first thermal generator U0 compared to U1. This results in lowered utilization. From timestep

Storage
(U2)
Tie line interaction
(U3)
Wind Power Plant
(U4, D1)
Windspeed [Sta+16]

SCENARIO PARAMETERIZATION .

Parameter
H
D
Pl
Niid (µl , σl2

=

Y (s)/U (s)
umin , umax
∆ulower , ∆uupper
R
Y (s)/U (s)
umin , umax
∆ulower , ∆uupper
R
Y (s)/U (s)
umin , umax
∆ulower , ∆uupper
ηstat. , ηch. , ηdis.
Y (s)/U (s)
umin , umax
Y (s)/U (s)
umin , umax

Value
6s
1.5
µl
=
−0.6 pu, σl2 =
0.05 pu
1/(.08s2 +1.08s+1)
0.0, 0.5
−0.005/s, 0.0006/s
3 Hz/p.u.
1/(.08s2 +1.08s+1)
0.0, 0.5
−0.005/s, 0.005/s
3 Hz/p.u.
1/(6s+1)
-0.25, 0.25
−0.01/s, 0.005/s
5%/h, 92 %, 92 %
1/(0.6s+1)
-1.0, 1.0
1/(20s+1)
.0, 10% Pg,nom
12.5 − 13.5

m/s

1500 on the EMS adjusts input reference values. The storage
U2 can follow its requested reference until its charge level
depletes. Consequently the MPC layer requires other plants to
ramp up in order to compensate for this loss of positive power
balance contribution. At timestep 2000 random noise on the
disturbance D0 is activated. From timestep 3000 on the EMS
adjusts input reference values uEMS anticipating the ramping
up available wind power D1. The input reference adjustment
scheduled by the EMS however comes too early at timestep
2750, requiring the MPC layer to utilize its given degrees of
freedom to drive the system such that frequency stabilizes. We
can observe the satisfaction of imposed ramping constraints on
the thermal generator U0. After the ramping up of the wind
power plant D1, inputs convergence towards the given input
reference values. The storage U2 is request to charge with
a negative power contribution of -0.2 p.u.. A forecasting
error hereby yet again requires the MPC layer to deviate to
some degree from its given input reference. Around timestep
3300 the supervisory system adjusts the constraints of the
objective function such that thermal generator U1 is shutdown.
As we observe, both tracking of the reference imposed on
the controlled variables, disturbance rejection and tracking of
imposed reference values on the inputs in this scenario work
as intended.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we outline a Model Predictive Control (MPC)
direct control strategy for the frequency stabilization in Microgrids with high penetration of Renewable Energy Sources. We
prepare the MPC covering estimated disturbance rejection and
short-term disturbance forecasts. The MPC incorporates longterm probabilistic forecasts indirectly by tracking of informed
input sequences uEMS derived in an Energy Management
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−0.02

Controlled inputs
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Fig. 3. MPC controller performance: Tracking of reference on the controlled variable, disturbance rejection and tracking of input reference values uEMS
from an EMS layer. Inputs: Thermal Generator 1 (U0), Thermal Generator 2 (U1), Storage (U2), Tie line interaction (U3), Wind Power Plant curtailment
(U4). Disturbances: Load (D0), Wind power plant production (D1).

System layer. We formulate the objective function such that
deviations from uEMS can reflect operational costs.
For future improvements the number of controlled variables
may vary. Achievable sampling rates consequently can be
higher when the control problem is computationally lighter,
allowing for improved disturbance rejection when needed.
Incorporation of indirect control approaches can leverage additional system flexibility. The EMS layer as driver of the system
taking a long-term prediction horizon in account needs to be
further examined with focus on critical operational conditions.
Relating to this, the coupling of EMS and MPC in terms of
robustness and flexibility has to be studied further. The control
strategies will be extended to cover voltage angle control.
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